
Skirt 

Stitches: Running stitch, overcast stitch, backstitch, whipstitch, slip stitch 

 

The skirt consists of ten panels of 22 inch wide orange silk. 

Eleonora di Toledo’s burial gown used widths of fabric that were 

22 inches from selvedge to selvedge, with the selvedges of each 

panel joined together (Arnold 104). As the gown did not have seam 

treatments to prevent fraying, the selvedge appears to be an 

essential part of the construction (Figure 16). My fabric was 60 

inches wide and had to be cut down to 22 inch widths, resulting in 

one selvedge and one cut edge per panel. Patterns of Fashion 

contains an example of wax applied to the cut edge of a velvet 

pane to prevent fraying c. 1567 (Arnold 17), so I chose to treat the 

cut edges of the skirt panels with a modern preventative: clear nail 

polish. This provided the fray prevention needed, was easy to 

apply neatly, and did minimal distortion to the color of the fabric. 

The same method was used to seal the edges of the trim before 

cutting. 

 

After prepping the panels, they were sewn together with 

running stitch and an occasional back stitch for strength. Bias 

facings were top-stitched to the side back openings in the skirt, as 

indicated in Patterns of Fashion (Arnold 104). To attach the skirt 

to the bodice, I used a gathering stitch to reduce the width of the 

fabric, then overcast the bodice and the skirt edge together. A tuck 

was sewn along the hem using stay stitch, and a bias facing of 

matching material was applied over a wool felt strip with the same 

method, to stiffen the hem. These hem treatments are visible on 

both Eleonora di Toledo’s burial gown and the red sottana in Pisa 

(Figure 19).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16, Skirt Seam, Galleria del 

Costume, Florence 

©Archivio Medici 

Figure 17, Skirt Opening, Galleria del 

Costume, Florence 

©Archivio Medici 

Figure 19, Hem Facing, Galleria del Costume, Florence 

©Archivio Medici 

Figure 18, Hem Facing and Tuck 

 



  

Figure 20, Sottana Front View 



  

Figure 21, Sottana Side View 



  

Figure 22, Sottana Back View    
Note: Please pardon the uneven lacing in the photo – my roommate wasn’t able to lace the gown correctly. 



Maniche Construction 

Materials: Silk taffeta, silk thread, linen, polyester trim, buttons 

Stitches: Running stitch, hem stitch, backstitch, whipstitch 

 

The sleeve pattern is based on Don Garzia di Medici’s (d. 1652) 

burial clothes, as there are no sleeves remaining with Eleonora di 

Toledo’s gown, if sleeves were even included in her burial clothes. 

A drawing of the conjectured appearance of Don Garzia di 

Medici’s sleeves in Patterns of Fashion is similar enough to my 

inspiration image to be adapted for use with my gown. After 

cutting the sleeves, I drew out a grid to guide the trim and pinking. 

After the pinking was cut, the wrist was hemmed, and the trim 

sewn on using running and back stitch. Then the sleeve was sewn 

together, again using a combination of running and back stitch. At 

this point, the sleeve puff was folded down and whipstitched to 

create the puff. Handkerchief weight white linen was lightly 

stuffed into the puff to add poof. Buttons and loops were then 

attached to the top of the sleeves and the bodice armscye. 

Future Changes to Process 

In the future, I would make the armscye larger than I think it needs to be. I consistently make it a 

touch too small, which causes discomfort after a long wearing. In addition, I would curve the bodice 

interlining more while roll-pinning the layers together. There is some distortion caused by too much 

fabric on the inner layers of interlining. 

 

Final Notes 

A variety of stitches were used, all of which were in use during the time period and location of this 

gown. Janet Arnold’s book, Patterns of Fashion, details the extant burial clothing of Eleonora di Toledo 

(d. 1562), her husband, Cosimo de Medici (d. 1574), and son, Don Garzia (d. 1562). Through these notes, 

as well as the Digital Archive, it is possible to determine exactly which stitches were used in certain 

locations on each garment. Jennifer Carlson’s webpage further details which stitches were used on extant 

garments, based on these sources. Some of the most common stitches used in the garments from both 

1562 and 1574 were: running stitch, stem stitch, and overcast stitch. However, all stitches used for this 

project were also found on the Medici burial clothing, including backstitch (1574), whipstitch (1562), and 

gathering stitch (1562). Pad-stitch is the only exception. The extant garment is within a decade of 

Eleonora di Toledo’s death, however, it is personal conjecture that pad-stitching would have been in use 

in Italy, as well as Sweden. 

 

Any supplies that were unavailable or cost prohibitive in period accurate materials were selected to 

mimic the appearance of period supplies. Silk trim was considered, but was difficult to locate in 

appropriate colors and styles. Further, it was far outside of my budget. An appropriate, similar, silk trim 

by Scalamandre retails for $110/yard, but can be found on sale currently for ½ price.  

  

Figure 23, Pinking Grid  
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